Research and Innovation Bulletin
April 2022
Opportunities
Internal Research Funding
Research Fellowships
Research Qualifications (PhDs)
Small Grants Scheme
Deadline 1st July.
Details and guidance can be found on the Intranet/Research/Funding
Internal Innovation Funding
Small Grants Scheme
£5 to £10k available.
Projects must include an external partner and have potential for social
or economic impact or a transformative effect on the partner or AUB.
Applications are rolling but projects need to complete by October
2022. innovation@aub.ac.uk for initial discussion.
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Innovation Studio bookings
If you have an event, workshop, meeting or project that aligns with the
innovation agenda or includes an external partner and you would like
to use the space please contact Eloise Rose on erose@aub.ac.uk

Congratulations
PhD by Publication
Congratulation to Professor Paul Wenham-Clarke on passing his PhD
viva. Paul did his PhD by publication exploring the consequences of
aspirational consumerism.
PhDs by publication are research degrees awarded in recognition of
an extensive amount of research published in various formats
including those achieved through creative practice; in Paul’s case,
photographic
Grant success
Innovation Studio Resident, Masters in Architecture alumnus and
practising nurse Ali Jafary has won £50,000 of investment from the
RCA for his business Designed Healthcare. Ali has used his experience
and knowledge to design interventions to assist in healthcare with the
dignity of the patient at heart.
Ali has been working with Pete Phillips, Innovation Studio Designer in
Residence and David Speare, Senior Technician, on the prototypes and
has previously been awarded a £5,000 grant from AUB under our ERDF
AUBIT programme.
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New Projects
Innovation Studio Residents
Our ‘proof of concept’ incubator to support graduate start-up
businesses. MA Architecture graduate Kira Bennet is
constructing four installations for Wessex Museums’
celebration of Thomas Hardy https://bit.ly/3LS6ufT. The
installations use a mix of digital projection and traditional
painting to explore Hardy’s relationship with landscapes. The
exhibitions launch across Dorset at the end of May.
MA Animation graduate Sarah L. Goy has been working with
Paul Hilton on a project for the NHS creating animations for
children that give pre-operative information and have
therapeutic benefits as well.
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Innovation Studio Associate programme
Our prototyping, research and innovation support services for
established businesses.
We are extremely happy to announce Sunseeker and Lush as our first
partners. Both local businesses with a global reach who in their
respective areas truly embody innovation. We are already working
with them on a variety of commercially sensitive projects and we will
be announcing other exciting partnerships soon.

Non-HEIF funded projects.
A one-off funding allocation from Research England to support
impactful collaborative projects with external organisations.
We have several exciting projects starting including Ed Ward and
Richard Hurst collaborating on our first academic led spin-out
business. Monica Frachin will be developing her relationship with
Architecture for Health. Anthony Dixon is collaborating with Wessex
Architecture looking at ancient and cutting-edge manufacturing
techniques. And Emilie Giles, Alice Stevens, Alex Blower and many
others are collaborating on a community outreach project with
Activate, more details as we become able to talk about it publicly!
Leverhulme Professor
We are delighted to welcome our first Leverhulme Visiting Professor,
Eric Dyer, to AUB from the University of Maryland, Baltimore County,
USA. Eric’s visit is supported through an award won by Professor Paul
Ward, Course Leader, MA Animation Production. Eric can be found on
the first floor of the Innovation Studio, running workshops with our
students. You may have spotted the blackout tents needed to house
the zoetropes being constructed! An exhibition is being planned for
the summer. Eric will be contributing to our RKE seminar series next
term and delivering a series of Leverhulme Lectures at various
institutions in the UK, including the Royal College of Art.
http://www.ericdyer.com/
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Support
Support for Research
Dr Nicholas Walliman has joined AUB in a new 0.2 Research Fellow post.
Nicholas brings considerable experience of research degree supervision and
examination and will support our work towards research degree awarding
powers (RDAPS). Author of several books on research methods including
Research methods, the basics, Nicholas is available to help staff frame
projects as research to realise research outputs, support grant writing and
will be running some workshops on research methods later in the year.
Repository
Our research repository https://research.aub.ac.uk/ now hosts over 180
research items including recently published articles by Dr Christian Edwardes
Scenes of studio practice and Dr Emilie Giles E-textiles for self-expression:
Participatory making with blind and visually impaired people. Do remember
to upload any journal articles and conference proceedings with an ISSN
within three months of acceptance to ensure they are compliant in terms of
Open Access.
AUB Open Lecture Programme
The next AUB Open Lecture is Dr Kevan Manwaring on Co-Designing
the Eco-Village of the Future. 20th April 2022, 18.00 to 19.30.
https://bit.ly/36VD1Tt
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Designing in VR
Our popular free introduction to designing in VR workshops led by
Innovation Studio Resident, accredited Gravity Sketch Consultant and
footwear designer Ekaterina Savosina will continue. If your staff team
or student groups would like to explore the potential of designing in
VR then contact Eloise Rose erose@aub.ac.uk.

And finally…
Research Excellence Framework
The outcome of REF 2021 will be published on 12 May 2022. We will be
holding a dissemination event on the day to share the results with staff
who were returned to the REF and anyone else who is interested.
Announcements on the level of QR funding awarded through the
exercise will follow.
UKRI are currently consulting on the future of research assessment (i.e.
next REF) and individuals are welcome to respond
www.jisc.ac.uk/future-research-assessment-programme/consultation by
6 May 2022.
European Regional Development Fund
March 2022 was the end of our second ERDF project to support
Research and Innovation with SMEs across Dorset.
This summer we will publish a full Summative Assessment of the
impact our work has had in the region. We have some incredible
statistics, we have worked with over 300 companies, encouraged over
£600k of investment from SMEs in research, helped create multiple
jobs and brought over 70 new products to market. We have also been
able to invest in AUB and significantly enhance our technical
capabilities. But more importantly behind those numbers are the
relationships we have developed with the local business community.
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By Valerie Lodge, Daniel Cox and Lucy Devall
Contact vlodge@aub.ac.uk and innovation@aub.ac.uk

